whom she performed a significant service as he was shooting the film that would make his Hollywood career.
Though her character was never again to appear in the unfolding saga, Sofia's Michael became part of a fictional family that would go on to enjoy an onscreen life for nearly two decades, as the original film was followed quickly by a sequel, The Godfather II (1974) and, after years of contention-filled delay, by a third and final installment, The Godfather III (1990) . Sofia joined others of her blood in the three films. "Mother" Talia Shire is in real life an aunt on her father's side, while her older brothers Roman and Gian-Carlo play extras in the scene where Sonny Corleone (James Caan) beats up the wife-abusing Carlo. Sofia's grandfather Carmine Coppola co-wrote the film's award-winning music. In the second film, Sofia again played a child (as one of the unnamed passengers on the ship that brings the young Vito Corleone to America), but it is in the third that she unexpectedly made more of an impact. Cast now as the twenty-something Mary, the daughter of aging godfather Michael, Sofia took the place of Winona Ryder as the love interest for the member of the family, her cousin Vincent Mancini (Andy Garcia), who emerges as the heir apparent to the family business.
The drama ends badly for both actress and character. Brought into the legitimate side of the family business (Michael appoints her to direct the Corleone charitable foundation), Mary is inadvertently shot dead by an assassin ambushing her father as the family group exits the Palmero opera house. Her brother Anthony has just debuted, to great applause, singing the tenor role as Turiddo in Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana (the report of Turiddo's murder offstage ends the production, in a chilling anticipation of what soon is to follow on the other side of the curtain). Sofia's performance, in turn, was roundly panned by the critics, some of whom (perhaps unconscious of the irony, given the film's themes) accused the director of nepotism for using a relative when others supposedly could have done more with the part. In the disappointing aftermath of The Godfather III's release, Coppola felt forced to defend his daughter's performance and the decision to give her the role. L'affaire Sofia became an intense, if short-lived, journalistic controversy. In a final extra-diegetic irony, the actor who plays Mary's killer Mosca (Michele Russo) turns out to be a distant old-country relation, who was born in the same town as Mary's great-great grandmother and was thus a paisan as well.
Mary's death is the trilogy's culminating event, the most grievous of the violent demises of a Corleone with which all three films in the series conclude. Once again Michael survives an attempt on his life,
